Alton Brown’s I’m Just Here For

MORE
FOOD

baking

Parts
Sugar

Sweetens
Tenderizes

Eggs

Flour

Fats

Leaveners

Gel

Forms Gluten

Butter

Air and Steam

Proteins create a net-like structure when denatured by agitation, acid, or heat

Wheat kernel proteins form
springy, chewy gluten when
mixed with water

Adds flavor

Mixing and kneading works tiny
bubbles into baked product

Absorbs moisture and prevents
water use by protein and starch

Firmness depends on amount of
liquid and agitation

Kneading forms sheets that
capture gases from yeast

Preserves
Leavens

Protein net supports small bubbles that become a foam

Slows coagulation of egg proteins

Makes holes in solid fat that
expand during baking
Slows setting by hampering
movement of water into starch

Stabilizes Egg Foams
Dissolves in water within bubble
walls

Foam

Air inside the bubbles expands
and egg proteins set the structure

Emulsify
Lecithin and other lipids help
fats and water-based liquids
unite in batters

Browns
Caramelizes at high temperatures
Browns through the Maillard
reaction

Composed of Four Main
Parts
Proportions of the germ (fat),
endosperm (starch and protein),
bran (tough coating milled into
in whole-wheat flours), and the
husk (inedible plant matter)
determine a flour’s protein content and degree of gluten formation.

Dairy

Contains Sugar, Fats, Proteins, and More

Baking Powder

Prevents staling, soften crusts,
provides flavor

Browns through the Maillard
reaction

Mixture of baking soda, cornstarch, and acid gives off CO2
when mixed and heated

Foams

Shortening

With high enough fat content
forms foam reinforced by fat

Yeast

Contributes Distinct Flavors

Creates rich mouthfeel due to
melting point near body temperature

Remains workable at larger
temperature range than butter
Leavens and is 10% air

Turns sugar into CO2, alcohol,
heat energy, and flavor compounds

Emulsifies through mono- and
diglycerides

Buttermilk provides a tangy
flavor and is acidic enough to
leaven with baking soda
Evaporated and sweetened
condensed milk contribute
caramel flavor

Oils
Do not leaven due to lack of
water and inability to trap bubbles
Create feeling of moistness and
uneven, coarse texture

the methods: deciphering baking recipes

The Muffin Method

The Biscuit Method and Pie Variation

The Creaming Method

Lightly mix dry and liquid (including
sugar) ingredients to create uneven
yet tender crumb in muffins, pancakes, and quick breads

Cut solid fat into flour to make biscuits, cobblers, and pie crusts that
bake into tender structures finer than
the muffin method and coarser than
the creaming method

Cream solid fat and sugar to produce
cookies and cakes with fine, regular
texture and soft, moist tooth

“Do Not Overmix”: Leave plenty of lumps in the batter
to preserve a coarse, uneven crumb. Over-mixing leads
to a cake where the mixing process creates even bubbles instead of the leavener’s uneven shapes. Over-mixing also forms too much gluten and tough balloons in
the batter that become tunnels.
“Sifting”: Combine dry ingredients and aerate flour to
make it easier to integrate into batter. Quicker integration means less stirring and gluten formation Can be
done with quick pulses in a food processor.

The Straight Dough Method

“Cut”: Coat some flour granules with fat and leave
various-sized hunks of fat in the mixture. Flour-coated
granules cannot bond with water or flour and form
gluten. Rub fats into dry ingredients until half the fat
disappears and the rest is in pea-sized pieces.

“Cream”: Aerate fat by punching small bubbles in the
fat with sugar. Leaveners then inflate these many tiny
bubbles.
Bring butter to 65-70 °F and shortening to below 70 °F.
Mix fat in an electric stand mixer bowl with the paddle
attachment on low. Sprinkle in sugar and raise power
to 50%. Scrape down sides after a couple of minutes.
Stop when sugar granules are no longer visible but still
can be felt between the fingers and volume of the fat
increases by a third.

The Egg Foam Method

The Custards
v

Manage moisture, kneading, and
yeast to create a elastic dough that
can support gas produced from living
yeast
“Add ingredients to a work bowl”: Sift the last cup of flour
with the yeast to ensure even distribution.
“Autolyse”: Rest dough for half an hour after dough is mixed
together but before it is kneaded. Starches and proteins
will hydrate, make dough easier to knead, and create better
gluten structure.
“Kneading”: Lean into dough mass, push it away, stretch it
out, and fold it back over toward you.
“Smooth and Developed”: Knead dough until a small ball
can stretch into a membrane thin enough that light passes
through.
“Punch down”: Evenly distribute small bubbles of gas and
clumped yeast cells by folding and pressing out dough.
Punching dough toughens structure of the dough.
“Bench Proofing”: The final rise after the dough has been
shaped prevents dense products by allowing the yeast
more time to work. Test for underdevelopment with a poke
and make sure the dough does not bounce back. Check for
overproofing by making sure the outer membrane is not
thin and flimsy.
“Slash”: Allow bread to spread through elastic skin.

Utilize egg whites to create foams
that support meringues, soufflés,
and angel food cakes
“Separate”: Allow egg whites to sit after separating to
make whipping easier. Add a small amount of acid like
cream of tartar to denature proteins, help foam form
faster, and prevent over-coagulation.
“Firm Peaks”: Push beaters to bottom of bowl and
slowly pull them straight out. Look for twin peaks that
barely fall over when the beaters are tapped. Beat until
stiff and glossy but just starting to look dry to avoid
squeezing out moisture from and collapsing the bubble
walls.

Create a flavored gel set by egg yolks
in a range of textures behind quiches,
puddings, dessert sauces, and ice
creams
“Tempering”: Slowly increase heat of eggs by drizzling
some of hot mixture into eggs, stirring constantly in a
double boiler, and baking in a water bath.
Drizzling some of hot mixture into eggs and slowly
whisking back into main mixture slows absorption of
heat and dilutes proteins. Cooking too quickly makes it
hard to stop a custard at the proper temperature
before eggs curdle.
“Folding”: Fold an airy mixture over itself in order to
avoid deflating bubbles. In a large bowl twice the size
of what is being folded, first mix about a quarter to a
third of the foam into the base. Then quickly swoop in
from the side with a paper plate or rubber spatula
while rotating the bowl using your other hand.
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